
Dive into Machine Learning with the Tidyverse
and Mlr
Machine learning (ML) is a rapidly growing field that has the potential to
revolutionize many industries. The Tidyverse is a popular collection of R
packages for data science that provides a consistent and powerful syntax
for data wrangling, analysis, and visualization. The mlr package extends
the Tidyverse with a comprehensive set of tools for machine learning.

This article will provide a gentle to machine learning with the Tidyverse and
mlr. We will start by covering the basics of ML, including supervised and
unsupervised learning, model evaluation, and feature engineering. We will
then show how to use the Tidyverse and mlr to build and evaluate machine
learning models. Finally, we will provide some resources for further
learning.

To follow along with this article you will need to have basic experience with
the R programming language and the Tidyverse. You will also need to
install the mlr package. You can install mlr with the following command:
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install.packages("mlr")

Machine learning is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that allows
computers to learn without being explicitly programmed. ML algorithms are
trained on data, and they can then use that training to make predictions or
decisions.

There are two main types of ML: supervised learning and unsupervised
learning. Supervised learning algorithms are trained on data that has been
labeled with the correct answers. For example, a supervised learning
algorithm could be trained to predict the price of a house based on its
features, such as the number of bedrooms and bathrooms. Unsupervised
learning algorithms are trained on data that has not been labeled. These
algorithms can find patterns and structures in the data, such as clusters of
similar data points.

The Tidyverse and mlr provide a powerful and consistent syntax for
machine learning. The following steps provide a general overview of the ML
workflow in R:

1. Data preparation: The first step is to prepare your data for ML. This
includes cleaning the data, removing outliers, and transforming the
data into a format that is suitable for ML algorithms. The Tidyverse
provides a number of tools for data preparation, such as the dplyr

and tidyr  packages.
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2. Model training: Once your data is prepared, you can start training ML
models. The mlr package provides a number of functions for model
training, such as the train()  and tune()  functions.

3. Model evaluation: Once you have trained a model, you need to
evaluate its performance. The mlr package provides a number of
functions for model evaluation, such as the evaluate()  and
resample()  functions.

4. Model deployment: Once you have evaluated your model, you can
deploy it to production. The mlr package provides a number of
functions for model deployment, such as the predict()  and
serialize()  functions.

Let's take a closer look at each of these steps.

Data preparation is an important part of the ML workflow. The Tidyverse
provides a number of tools for data preparation, such as the dplyr  and
tidyr  packages. These packages can be used to clean the data, remove

outliers, and transform the data into a format that is suitable for ML
algorithms.

The following code shows how to use the dplyr  and tidyr  packages
to prepare data for ML:

Load the data
data % drop_na() %>% mutate(age = as.numeric(age))



Transform the data
data % mutate(gender = factor(gender))

This code reads a data set from a CSV file, drops any rows with missing
values, converts the age column to a numeric data type, and converts the
gender column to a factor variable.

Once your data is prepared, you can start training ML models. The mlr
package provides a number of functions for model training, such as the
train()  and tune()  functions. The train()  function is used to train

a model, and the tune()  function is used to hyperparameter tune a
model.

The following code shows how to use the train()  function to train a
linear regression model:

Create a linear regression
model
model Model Evaluation

Once you have trained a model, you need to evaluate its performance. The
mlr package provides a number of functions for model evaluation, such as
the evaluate()  and resample()  functions. The evaluate()

function is used to evaluate a model on a holdout data set, and the
resample()  function is used to evaluate a model using cross-validation.



The following code shows how to use the evaluate()  function to
evaluate a model:

# Evaluate the model evaluation Model Deployment Once you have evalu
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